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“Time and Dimensional
Shifting”
These essays are presented for their value to anyone who cares about the future as
humanity prepares to make the greatest shift in consciousness and existence ever.
We cover a wide range of topics including social-values research, “future-views”,
the world situation, and advanced spiritual perspectives.

“GLOBAL AWAKENING means individuals and
communities becoming aware of and embracing their
true nature – one of interconnectedness, service, and
spirituality, as we express extraordinary dimensions of
our larger being. “
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Timeline Distortions and the Real

Looking At the Future
by John Crawford
This has never been an easy proposition at any time. Part of the reason is that the future is a
series of probabilities and possibilities; the other is that there is bleed-through from other
timelines or parallels. It has always been hard to separate what is being seen as a probability
or as a bleed through from other timelines. This was made both easier and harder by the
beginning of the collapse of the parallels.
The process of collapsing the parallels has been going on for several years. The process started
with the newer parallels being collapsed into each other, then these unified parallels being
collapsed into older parallels (ones created earlier in the flow of time). With each collapse the
more negative elements of the timelines were removed and the development of the individual
was kept as clear as possible. With each collapse, the developments to the individual were
brought in, in such ways as to have the parallel individual think that it was part of its spiritual
development within that timeline. This continued up to the present time. Now only a few
parallels remain and they are beginning the process of being collapsed into the prime timeline
(this one).
There are at least six timelines that are being worked with at this time. Two of the timelines
contain a great manifestation of light and suddenly everything is as it should be in regards to
spiritual growth. These often give a very rosy picture of the future. Four of the timelines
contain elements of disaster in which wars, of various intensities and between different
elements, are battling. It shows difficulties in different areas and between different groups
some on the planet and some between the planet and beings from
Here and Now
space. There are also several different earth change scenarios
ranging from total annihilation of all life to minor physical changes
affecting some areas. These changes are confounded with the
different war visions to give us a difficult mix of visions.
Now factor in the difficulties of possible and probable futures on
the prime timeline. This timeline is becoming less and less fixed as
“The Real” with Parallel Versions
to probable futures. Each step we take now has an effect on the
possible future and it is continually changing as we change and
become more real. Our timelines are collapsing and we are incorporating the lessons learned
from the sub-timelines (parallels). Because the remaining parallels are the combined strength
of all of the timelines that have been collapsed into them they are having a more profound
effect on us, our decisions and our visions of the future. The possible visions that many are
seeing are because of this.
We can look at the different visions that are coming forth but at this time it is not advisable to
tie oneself to one vision. We live in a timeline that is just now beginning to free itself from the
shackles of the past and the past decisions of well meaning beings. The Creator is now coming
in to this timeline and we are seeing the effects of this now. Part of the instability in the outer
is because of the loosening of the bonds placed on us from the past as well as the freeing us
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from the probable futures. We are the ones that make the future now by our attention to what
is happening and to what we want to happen.
We cannot accurately see the future because it is no longer in the realm of the probable. The
future is now in the realm of the possible. It is affected by the past but no longer bound by it.
We are making the future by each of our decisions in our day-to-day lives and how we wish to
see ourselves. This sounds like the realm of positive thinking but it is in reality the realm of
surrender. It is the surrender to the true plan of creation even though we do not know the
plan, it is a trusting that The Creator is bringing us to that place where we can be our true
selves without the baggage of the past.
As to seeing the future. Nothing will come close to being accurate until after September or
October of 2009, then it may be possible to see more clearly but not entirely into the future.
-JC
~~~
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Further Thoughts on Time and Dimensional Shifting

Being in the “Now” …or
Being Here to Go?
by Alex Kochkin
Note: Over the recent few years I have been observing time distortions and monitoring reports of
others concerning these “glitches”.

Comments on “Looking at the Future”
Indeed, the possibilities are too fluid to know. That said, humanity is presently and in the short
run, on a course of major breakdown with major changes to the human/social-economicpolitical environments as well as to the planetary/space environments with increasing levels of
“disturbance”. The details are unknown and the possibilities are complex.
In reflecting on the situation, there is no sense at any level to maintaining anything of what
has led up to the present situation. Thus major “disturbances” to the physical and social and
energetic reality structures will help move the transformational process along. One way will be
the qualities of “pressure” from lower realms (humans on earth, for example) upon the higher
levels of soul-self.
At present, too many humans are reluctant and/or unable to move on in their evolutionary
process. There is the allure of the physical level in general, the lack of proper knowing at the
human level, and the problem of those light workers who are reluctant to move on because of
various well-intentioned but incorrect attitudes or energetic blockages. (This latter situation
resembles a type of survivor guilt, cross-linked with distorted notions of compassion that result
in no one moving on in spiritual evolution.)
If the present humanity were to morph into a new existence, cleared of much or all of the old,
there would remain the detritus and poisons of the old physicality –as well as many artifacts
from life under the dark control matrix. There remains the problem of preventing the dark
from re-emerging. Given all that is known of the damage to this level of existence and the state
of “the real”, at this point the course is the breakdown and dissolution of the old. This may
result in much suffering in the short run, at the human physical and emotional level.
The level of dysfunction amongst humans is increasing by “orders of magnitude”. So the major
question has nothing to do with the details or sequencing of events affecting humans in the
near future. The major question has to do with how humans will exit or transcend the rut in
the road they find themselves in. There are no ordinary human solutions and it is at a nonordinary (higher) level that substantive changes will be initiated.
While seeing the most probable future is increasing difficult if not impossible --especially now,
there is a larger level of dynamic at play and that has to do with pressure being exerted from
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the “as below” to the “as above”. (From the ordinary human realm to the higher self and
higher levels beyond that.) At the higher levels there is not the sense of intensity of events and
the emotional and energetic effects that are felt in the lower density of human 3d and the
response turnaround has not (until recently) been very coordinated with human earth-time.
Intercession by Time has contributed to some people noticing unusual episodes of time loops.
They weren’t supposed to notice, but some have and eventually start connecting the dots.
There is a wild card in the scheme of things and has to do with “Time” Itself. “Time” is a
sentiency that is in service to The Creator of All. One of its larger missions has been to
facilitate the winding down of the existence of the dark while at the same limiting the ability of
the dark to expand. This may be a little cosmically-mind-boggling, but Time has also been
intervening on behalf of those beings engaged in working our “what-if and try-this-out”
processes for salvaging and correcting this part of creation. Just a little more “time” to help
avoid an impending and premature extinction catastrophe, etc. There is also the possibility in
the process of correcting creation that it will be “as if” the dark never existed and none of the
terrible things happened.
Curious.

“The meal is cooked before the fire is lit”
Start of article notes: 2008 Wed. Sept 17 - End: 2009 Wed. July 29
During a very fluid, transformational period of about one year ago, I experienced a bout of
problems synchronizing with the mass consciousness time clock. While these problems are
still with me, now I have a few ways to alter my patterns to minimize interacting with mass
consciousness “real time” and events. (Of course, coordinating things with a delivery company
presents its challenges.)
In my case, there is an effect of a localized time bubble that influences me, and those in
closest relationship to me, in any given context. What was to be a short response to some
questions and comments posted turned in to nearly an hour and a half. It takes 15 minutes to
pick up a phone, dial a number that is right in front of me, and leave a
message. Logical mind cannot explain this when logical mind says this
“If you immediately know
should take only 2 minutes. To me it is as if I already made the call.
the
candle is fire, then the
Occasionally it becomes a practical “unworkability” to get in the car and
meal was cooked a long
drive to an appointment that is expected one hour hence, even allowing
time ago."
for additional drive time, etc., and having it worked out beforehand on a
calendar. Physical interaction with objects outside the personal time
- from the Daniel Jackson
character
in the SG-1series
bubble become tricky. Two hands needed to pickup an object so as not
upon
being
introduced to
to drop it due to a lack of temporal synchronization. What happens if
ascended beings.
your hand passes through a seemingly solid wall? Or your visual field
begins to change and bright prismatic like “pixilation” occurs? My
favorite is coming downstairs to make my morning coffee. During a series of intense time
distortions, it took a bit of focus to distinguish that indeed I had not had my coffee before it
was made. But that was the experience, numerous times. Perhaps this is a new Zen Koan:
“The coffee is in you before the beans are ground.”
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To some people, they would first try to “fix it”. Try to set the alarm clock in ways to re-mesh
with the matrix world. See an eye doctor. This is mistake of socially ingrained habituation, of
course.
The more it is possible to maintain a “safe distance” from the matrix world order and mass
consciousness time clock (MCTC), the easier it is to navigate existence that is changing,
morphing in this way. Of course, one needs to have simple strategies to safely maintain what
is needed at present for ones 3d physicality. For example, special allowances need to be
made. Simple little things like asking my appointment to phone me 90 minutes prior to aid
and confirm a “temporary” re-synchronization for a personal meeting. Thus I am still out of
phase, but have some help from the external world to meet me half way and to confirm
whether I will be able to keep our appointment. Upon completing an appointment like this, a
re-merging into the out of phase time bubble occurs –even while driving. If you are an
attentive driver out of long habit, then this is a safe activity. Of course it may seem like hours
pass while driving at interstate highway speed through the matrix world time flow. Yet you
arrive safely at home port. Perhaps earlier than logically expected, or perhaps not very much
later! While I was working on this article in my etheric word processor, I was driving north to
Missoula (the “big city”). It seemed like the 40 minute drive was taking 2 hours and most of
the way I needed to focus on being present with the driving experience otherwise it felt like
the car would simply slow down to a stop and eventually would be found but without anyone
in it. When I arrived at my appointment, the person I was with related a curiously similar
experience she had only days earlier along the same stretch of road. Curious indeed.
Incongruous as it may seem with the above comments, the past year or so has also feels like
many long years gone by, given the intensity of what has been going on at so may levels.
It may be possible to program yourself to enter mass consciousness time clock to go to a job
and then exit into your own fluid time/dimensional field. (At some point however, this may
become untenable and require more drastic changes to ones physical existence.)
Not only a matter of time flow, these oddities are indicative of the vibrational upshifting going
on. At some point, there is a necessity to down shift a notch or so. This is like grinding the
transmission gears in your “vehicle” and it can at times become more and more difficult to
“mesh” with the old reality constructs as well as the vibrational state of those people running
at the old clock and bus speeds. When this becomes painful in so many ways, best not to force
the process since you could find yourself temporarily stuck in the wrong gear.

Hazards of “Being in the Now”
In general, I would say that truly being in the “now” moment is dangerous. Necessary and so
vital, but dangerous. But there are two major facets to this “now” business. One ties in to the
dark side, the other to the light and transformation.
As the upshifting of our vibrational state accelerates, what was past present future tends to
merge to single point awareness of what has, is and will be. Initially this can be very unsettling
–imagine déjà vu-like moments every day! But this is a facet of the ascension process –for
individuals as well as whole creation systems.
"Be here now", "power of now" etc. has two aspects to it. The first and main one is that
“being here now” = being aware, connected, and loving “life”. What constitutes “life”?
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Without “spiritual awakeness”, human life on earth is at present an insidious trap of a selfgenerating false happiness whose only purpose is to keep you in the dark controlled sector.
This is also a corollary to the “you create your own reality” falsehoods. Thus you can be
blissfully happy, healthy, wealthy, etc. to satisfy the programmed addictions of the human
mortal self. To ones higher-self, true-self, etc., this existence has been an imprisonment and
those that benefit are those of the dark forces that continue to function. This is entirely
consistent with the larger strategy of the dark to trap the Light, blend it with its darkness, and
thus control it.
Those who advocate being in the “now” usually mean being more fully present, aware, and
consciously connected. Sometimes this can be healthy –and certainly necessary when
operating machinery! But if we are also in process of developing “escape velocity” then “being
here now” can have some serious downside of maintaining the hold of the control system’s on
yourself. Those advocating “being in the now” as a spiritual teaching to follow can be seen as
objectively serving as “agents” of the “matrix” world, even though they may not want to
acknowledge it. I have always had discomfort over those ever so popular people promoting
“being in the ‘now’”. (For whatever you want to make of it, “NOW” also spells “NWO”.)
There is another component to this "nowness" related to a genuine vibrational upshifting with
resulting changes in consciousness that involve more of your true-self/higher-self, coming to
the fore. Thus past, present, and future tend to blur in to a larger instantaneity and expansive
awareness of other dimensions of existence occurs. In these “pre-ascension” states of
awareness the quality of “now-ness” requires the discernment of the higher-self to know the
difference between the falsehoods and true spiritual growth, especially when returning to the
daily function of your human self.
My sense of time is always that there is no time and thus the “to do list” looks impossible (too
many plants in the greenhouse needing repotting, and the new water system not hooked up
yet. Etc.
My sense of time seems very different than most – it tends toward all now and simultaneous.
So 200 years ago seems like recent history to me, etc. and I have trouble distinguish 100 years
from 10 years from 1 years, etc. Of course I check dates or years, but my sense of the flow of
time is certainly different than most. Has been now for a while. But this effect is getting more
and more pronounced for me these recent months. Likewise, earlier this year I felt very much
as thought I had already lived this year and was already skipping ahead roughly a full year.
Indeed! I had to tell myself this is spring of this year and there will be no vege garden if I do
not do something about it.
The slow-motion to me is like the ethers become thick. Even ordinary movement like walking
from point-A to point-B can be a challenge sometimes. Especially since to my awareness the
event or action has already happened, or the conversation already occurred (via inner planes).
One person recently called this “dementia-nal”! Even in engaging in simple tasks, my
awareness has already finished the tasks and so getting things done requires a deliberate
stepping down in vibration to get things done properly enough.
Humor all aside, that is my sense of it. Some of us are vibrationally moving beyond here, but
there is still much of ourselves focused around the old body existence, so for a while there are
these “problems”. So our fields need to temporarily down shift. Then it is zooming at beyond
light speed.
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It is one thing to “be here now” in the sense of “we are here to go”. It is another matter to
naively synchro-mesh yourself into the gears of the control system. Consider this like a “road
advisory”.

We Are “Here To Go”
The “now-ness” associated with true awakening and even ascension is one in which you know
the difference between the “reality” of the matrix world and the greater reality of what lies
outside of its control bubble. Awakened “now-ness” means that all is simultaneous to your
awareness and what exists is knowable.
The “matrix” itself is breaking down and will be suddenly unplugging many people who will at
first have no idea what to do or where to look. This is one facet of the system-wide breakdown
that is occurring.
Some will find what before would have been unthinkable: spiritual growth and evolution.
Others will react with upset and anger and acting out. Some will seek to take from others what
the system no longer provides them with. And many will become plugged into attempts at a
“Matrix2” –an interim measure devised by the controllers to maintain dominance. One of its
main faces will be the new-age/ integral/ new thought/ environmentally-correct tendencies
proferred as “real change”. Even the religions will seem to have an overhaul of top officials -but their replacements will also be part of the controllers’ system – after all you don’t toss out
such an effective control mechanism as the worlds “great” religion just because of moral or
financial corruption.
The fallen sector is scheduled to dissolve away permanently and the ascension of humanity is
on the table and in process. There are very high levels of beings in service to God/The Creator
of All who are overseeing this now and our own higher levels of self are getting on board.
Unless you are very clear otherwise, it is best to follow your higher self guidance at this time
and find ways to take a more active role in your ascension process. It is what we are here for
and it is the last leg of the mission for many who came to help with the great liberation.
~~~

It is my sense that those who can move on in their spiritual
growth and evolution must do so. If you choose this, there is
nothing and no one to wait for, and one cannot look back. To
look back is to become frozen in place. The ripple effect of the
forward movement will be of great service as it will free many
more who will “take flight” and enter new states of spiritual
awareness that can also inform ones day-to-day existence.
The multiplying effects of the awakening of some, then more,
will have a powerful influence upon even more. It is what could
be called approaching “escape velocity”. This is awakening.
-excerpted from “A Spiritual Response”;
October 2008 Interim issue of GA News
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Public Online Forum
Bringing Together Awakened Community

Home page: http://www.newearthsummit.org
Main forum page: http://www.newearthsummit.org/forum/
A forum that is free of advertisements and includes various thematic boards including:







Special Articles to Consider

Awakened Conscious Community

Health and Harmony

Predictions of Future Events

General Discussion

Books, videos, and music - Member reviews

Spirituality, Transformation, and Ascension
Dreams and Visions and Future Viewing
World and National Events
Changes in Planetary and Space Environments
Sites of Special Interest – Weblinks

Contributors can submit material to posting. At present we have limited new posts and
have been mainly tracking significant news and information about the changing human
and planetary environment. Anyone can read what is posted. Submit material for posting
by e-mail to: newearth@newearthsummit.org .

~~~
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